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Calibration of Concrete  Test Equipment Unit Weight
Form title
CBM PCCQ05 (Rev. 11/21/22) (formerly BMPR PCCQ05)
Form number
Inspection References: 
Frequency:  a. Every 12 months, or 
b. When there is a question of Calibration
CalibrationsA
#1
#2
#3
#4
Record date of inspection.
Indicate date of next inspection.
Are interior and exterior clean? 
Balance/scale conforms to Illinois Specification 101?
Record the measure diameter.
Record the measure height. (0.80 to 1.50 times the diameter? B)
Record thickness of bottom, wall, and remainder. (Refer to Illinois Modified AASHTO T 19 or ASTM C 29)  
bottom upper wall wall remainder
Is measure's top rim smooth and plane? (within 0.01 in. (0.25 mm))
Record strike-off plate's thickness. 
(metal: ≥ 1/4 in. (6 mm); glass/acrylic: ≥ 1/2 in. (13 mm))
Are strike-off plate edges straight/smooth? (within 1/16 in. (1.6 mm))
Strike-off plate ≥ 2 in. (50 mm) larger than diameter of measure?
Record calibration plate thickness. (1/4 in. (6 mm))
Record calibration plate length/width. 
(≥1 in. (25 mm) larger than measure's diameter)
Calculate and record calibration volume. 
(Refer to Illinois Modified AASHTO T 19 or ASTM C 29)
Record temperature of water used in calibration.
Record diameter of tamping rod and hemispherical tip. 
(5/8 ± 1/16 in. (16 ± 2 mm))
Record tamping rod length. (Refer to test method for acceptable length, but 16 in. (400 mm) to 24 in. (600 mm) is typically acceptable.
Record mallet weight (mass). (1.25 ± 0.50 lb (0.57 ± 0.23 kg) for measures ≤ 0.5 ft3 (0.014 m3); 2.25 ± 0.50 lb (1.020 ± 0.23 kg) for larger measures)
Indicate Rubber or rawhide mallet head.
Table Summary
Name of Inspector/Comments: (For CBM*: Supervisor shall initial each calibration following completion.)
#1
#2
Table Summary
#3
#4
*CBM: Central Bureau of Materials
A         A “No” answer or measured value outside of indicated tolerances requires the equipment to be repaired or replaced.  For any discrepancy, the applicable inspection reference(s) checked above shall have precedence over this calibration form.
B  The measure's height:diameter ratio requirement is not applicable for an air meter bowl used as a unit weight measure, which should have a diameter 0.75 to 1.25 times the height.
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